[Contract for improving professional practices: What is the impact perceived by GPs?].
The CAPI (contract for improving professional practices) is a voluntary pay for performance scheme for primary care physicians introduced in France in 2009. Our objective was to analyze general practitioners' (GPs) perceptions of the impact of the CAPI on their healthcare practices. The methodology was both qualitative, using thematic analysis of responses to three items of a questionnaire mailed to GPs in 2011, and quantitative using thematic multiple correspondence analysis of responses together with cluster analysis based on the ward aggregation criterion. A total of 1050 general practitioners answered, 31% had signed a CAPI. For CAPI-participating GPs, the contract was mostly related to changing practices for drug prescription. GPs who did not participate in the CAPI focused on ethical issues. They denounced a conflict of interest between the doctor and the patient and also the risk of patient selection. They connected these concepts to selected indicators. Due to their relationship with the health insurance fund, they feared their freedom of practice would be restricted. GP involvement in designing indicators would favor better balance between economic goals and values of care. The patients' viewpoint should be studied. Pay for performance has been renewed in the 2011. Further studies will analyze the impact of this new scheme in a medical and economic perspective.